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ABSTRACT
We show that the sparsest cut in graphs can be approximated within
������ �� factor in �������� time using polylogarithmic single com-
modity max-flow computations. Previous algorithms are based on
multicommodity flows which take time ������. Our algorithm it-
eratively employs max-flow computations to embed an expander
flow, thus providing a certificate of expansion. Our technique can
also be extended to yield an ����� � �� (pseudo) approximation
algorithm for the edge-separator problem with a similar running
time.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.2.2 [Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: Non-
numerical Algorithms and Problems

General Terms
Algorithms, Theory

Keywords
edge-separator, single commodity max-flow, sparse cut, spectral
method

1. INTRODUCTION
Graph partitioning and clustering are fundamental problems that

have been extensively studied both in theory and practice. Heuris-
tics for graph partitioning constitute a central tool for coping with
NP-completeness, and are used in applications of clustering rang-
ing from computer vision, to data analysis, to learning. One version
of graph partitioning is the sparsest cut problem. That is, given a
graph � � �����, find a set � � �� ��� � �� ��� that minimizes
the sparsity of �: ���� ������	

There are two principal themes in theoretical work on graph par-
titioning. The first is based on spectral methods. The performance
of these methods depends upon the sparsity of the graph: they are
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very fast and have good performance guarantees when the sparsity
is very large [2, 6, 17]. The second theme dates back to the paper
by Leighton and Rao [14] and uses linear programs related to mul-
ticommodity flow to approximate the sparsity to within ����� ��.
Until very recently this was the best approximation bound known.

More recently, the spectral and linear programming based ap-
proaches were combined by Arora, Rao, and Vazirani [4] to give
a polynomial time semidefinite programming based algorithm that
produces a cut whose sparsity is within a factor of ��

�
��� �� of

optimal. The paper also introduced the framework of expander
flows. The basic idea here is that the sparsity of the given graph
� can be closely approximated by finding an expander that can be
embedded into � with minimum congestion. Arora, Hazan, and
Kale [3] gave an efficient multicommodity flow based implemen-
tation using the expander flow framework. They achieved running
time ������ for an��

�
��� �� approximation.

In this paper we give a new approach for finding graph separators
that uses single commodity flows. We show how to find a cut whose
sparsity is within an ������ �� factor of optimal in �������� time.
While the approximation is worse than previous results, we con-
tinue to get a polylogarithmic approximation and break the ��� ��
multicommodity flow barrier as well as get by the typically slow
convergence rates of spectral methods. Moreover, we achieve this
by computing only polylogarithmic single commodity flows thus
achieving a speedup in theory, and perhaps even more dramatically
in practice.

Finding a sparse cut using max-flow is easy if you can identify
many vertices on each side of a good cut. The difficulty, of course,
is in identifying these vertices. The way around this dilemma starts
with the observation that the spectral method can efficiently find
cuts that do not expand (i.e., constant expansion). Combining this
with the expander flow formalism, our main task is to iteratively
construct an expander that can be embedded in � with small con-
gestion. The key to our algorithm is that once we identify a small
cut in the currently embeddedgraph, improving its expansionwhile
maintaining embeddability can be cast as a max-flow problem in
the original graph �. The point being that now the two sides of
the cut are specified and so the max-flow computation either routes
many edges in � that cross this bad cut in the embedded graph or
failing that it identifies a small cut in �.

To find a non-expanding cut, we give a new algorithm inspired
by the spectral method. We note that we could also have used the
spectral method directly, but this would not yield any running time
improvement over multicommodity based algorithms. We could
also use the algorithm of Spielman-Teng [16]. This would work
but give worse approximation bounds. In fact, our resulting algo-
rithm improves upon the algorithm of Spielman-Teng for finding
balanced cuts.
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Algorithm Output sparsity Running time

Spectral [2] 
��� ��
�

Spielman-Teng [16] 
��� ���� � ��
�

Leighton-Rao [14] 
 ��� � ��

Arora-Rao-Vazirani [4] 

�
��� � poly(�)

Arora-Hazan-Kale [3] 

�
��� � ��

this paper 
 ���� � 	
������� ��
�

Note: Here 
 denotes the optimum sparsity and the running times
ignore logarithmic factors. The spectral algorithm only yields a
sparse cut, while the Spielman-Teng algorithm only yields a bal-
anced separator.

Figure 1: Output sparsity and running time comparison of var-
ious algorithms for computing sparse cuts and balanced sepa-
rators.

We summarize our results and previous results with regard to
computing sparse and balanced cuts in Figure 1.

1.1 Heuristics
There is an extensive history of practical heuristics for graph

partitioning. The earliest attempts dating back to the seventies
were based on local search, with the Kernighan-Lin heuristic [11]
achieving the best results in this class. Spectral methods (see for
example [8, 9, 15]), which found widespread use in the eighties,
compute eigenvectors, which are embeddings of the graph onto the
real line. This extra information is often more useful than just the
cut, since it can be easily combined with other criteria in clustering
problems. Another advantage of this approach in practice was the
easy availability of highly optimized code for computing eigenvec-
tors. In the early nineties, the linear programming methods were
shown to find better cuts [13] than Kernighan-Lin and the spec-
tral method. But they were not adopted in practice since they were
slow compared to Kernighan-Lin and did not provide the additional
embedding information contained in the eigenvectors.

In the mid-nineties, a multilevel heuristic embodied in the pack-
age METIS was introduced [10]. This method is very fast and pro-
duces cuts that are almost as good as those obtained by linear pro-
gramming based methods in practice. The heuristic proceeds by
collapsing random edges until the resulting graph is quite small.
It finds a good partition in this collapsed graph, and successively
induce it up to the original graph, using local search. More re-
cently [8] this multilevel approach has been used to speed up spec-
tral methods, thereby obtaining the useful embedding information.
We speculate that the random collapsing process is akin to process
of adding matchings in our algorithm. This connection might pro-
vide further insight into suchmultilevel heuristics, and perhaps lead
to a performance guarantee for some variant of the basic approach.

Very recently, a combination of spectral methods and single com-
modity flows have been used effectively in experiments [12]. In-
deed, this combination seems to be quite effective for a large range
of graphs – the resulting algorithms are slightly slower than METIS,
but appear to give better cuts. One view of these algorithms is that
they partially implement one iteration of an algorithm like ours, i.e.,
a phase of the spectral algorithm plus a max-flow computation to
isolate a cut. It would be interesting to see if an iterative version of
these methods would improve their performance in practice. The
results of this paper suggest that this might be the case. Addition-

ally, we note that our algorithm produces embeddings of the graph
on the real line.

2. THE SPARSEST CUT PROBLEM
Let � � ����� �� be an undirected graph with edge-weights

�� � �. For a cut ����� in �, where � � � 	 ��, let Æ��� denote
the set of edges with exactly one end-point in � and let ������ ��

��Æ����� denote the total weight of such edges. The expansion

(or sparsity) of a cut ��� �� is defined as 
��� � ������

���������� ��
. The

sparsest cut problem is to find a cut with minimum expansion. Let
the expansion of � be 
��� � 	
� ����� 
���.

We call a graph an expander if its expansion is at least a con-
stant. A comparison method of establishing a lower bound on the
expansion of� is by “embedding” an expander in� with low con-
gestion. More precisely, let � be an undirected graph with edge-
weights � � � on the same set of vertices as �. The graph �
can be thought of as an instance of the multicommodity flow prob-
lem in � with a demand � between the end-points of each edge
� 
 � . We say that � can be embedded (or routed) in � with
congestion� if a flow of � units can be routed in � between the
end-points of � simultaneously for all � 
 � without violating the
edge-capacities�� by a factor more than� . Observe that if an ex-
pander can be embedded in � with congestion� , then every cut in
� has expansion at least �����. Thus such an embedding can be
thought of as a certificate of a lower bound on the expansion of �.

The main result of the paper is summarized in Theorem 2.1.

THEOREM 2.1. Given an undirectedgraph� � ��� ����with
� vertices and � edges and an expansion parameter � � �, there
is a randomized algorithm that with high probability 1 outputs

� either a cut ����� of � with 
��� � �,

� or an expander � on � that can be embedded in � with
congestion at most ������� �����.

Furthermore the algorithm can be implemented in ���� � �����
time2 using ������ �� single commodity max-flow computations.

By doing a binary search on �, we can find a cut with expansion at
most �	 and an expander that can be embedded in � with conges-
tion at most ������� ����	� for some �	.

3. THE ALGORITHM
At a high level our algorithm may be viewed as iteratively build-

ing an expander� to embed into�with congestion������ � �����.
The notion of expander we have to use is special, and we start by
defining it. Let ���� 	 	 	 ���� be a sequence of perfect matchings
on a set of vertices � . The natural �-step random walk on � as-
sociated with this sequence of matchings proceeds as follows: in
step � the particle stays put with probability ��� and traverses the
incident matched edge in � � with probability ���. The sequence
���� 	 	 	 ���� is mixing if for any starting position of the parti-
cle the probability that the particle reaches any vertex � is at least
����. This definition implies that the union of the matchings in a
mixing sequence forms a graph (in which we give an edge a weight
equal to the number of matchings it appears in) with edge expan-
sion at least ���.

We measure the progress of our algorithm by defining a poten-
tial function on a sequence of matchings �� �� 	 	 	 ����, which
1Throughout the paper, we use the term “high probability” to mean
probability at least �� ��	 for any given constant� � �.
2 ����� stands for ���������� ��
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is a measure of how far from uniform the resulting distribution
of the associated random walk is when starting from a random
vertex. Formally ���� �

�
��
���
��� � �����, where ��
��� is

the probability that a particle that starts at � reaches � in the walk
associated with ���� 	 	 	 ����. Observe that for the empty se-
quence, ���� � � � �. If ���� � ����� then the sequence
���� 	 	 	 ���� is mixing. Our algorithm will start with the empty
sequence, and while the sequence is not mixing, it tries to find a
new matching to add to the sequence, which is embeddable in �
with congestion ��� and which reduces the potential by a factor
of �� � ��� ��� ���. If it succeeds in doing this, ������ �� iter-
ations suffice to produce a mixing sequence of matchings. In this
case, the union of the matchings which forms a ���-edge expander
can be embedded in �with congestion������ � �����. In case the
algorithm does not succeed in some iteration, it outputs a cut in �
with expansion at most �.

We proceed by describing the implementation of an iteration in
this procedure. In more detail, if the current sequenceof matchings
is ���� 	 	 	 ����, an iteration proceeds as follows.

1. We find a bisection ����� of � , such that adding any pre-
fect matching ��
� between � and � to ���� 	 	 	 ���� re-
duces the potential function, in expectation, by a factor of ��
��� ��� ��. That is, ��������� � ������ ��� �������.

2. We give a maximum flow based procedure that either

(a) produces a perfect matching ��
� between � and �
which can be embedded in � with congestion ���,

(b) or finds a cut in � of expansion at most �	

The procedure for step 1 is the following natural variant of the
spectral method.

FINDBISECTION:
We choose a random unit �-dimensional vector � orthogonal to
�, and compute � � ������� � � ������	 We form � by
choosing the ��� smallest values of �.

Here � denotes the vector of all �s and an �� � matrix

���� �� �

�
��� if � � � or ��� �� 
���
� otherwise�

represents the probability transition matrix of the �th step of the
natural random walk.

To get some intuition about the above procedure consider the
following discrete version (which can also be analyzed): assign to
each vertex an initial weight of ����, where the signs are chosen
by the flip of a fair coin. Now average these weights according
to the natural random walk associated with ���� 	 	 	 ���� defined
above. Intuitively, the weights rapidly achieve their average within
each “well-connected”component. These average weights for each
component are typically non-zero (either positive or negative) be-
cause of the random initial weight assignments. Now selecting the
��� smallest weights should help separate some of these “well-
connected” components from the rest (say the negative from the
positive). Our actual analysis follows a different line, as is based
on the properties of random projections.

The procedure for Step 2 above is quite standard and is described
in Section 3.2.

3.1 Analysis of FINDBISECTION

It is tempting to analyze FINDBISECTION by following the evo-
lution of the random vector as matchings are successively applied

to it. The key to our analysis is to lift this process by following
random walks starting from each vertex, and then projecting the
resulting distributions onto the randomly chosen initial vector.

To describe the lifting, consider a random walk from each vertex
�, and recall that ��
��� is the probability of going from � to � in
the natural random walk associated with ���� 	 	 	 ����. In the
lifted process, the vector ����� 	 	 	 � ���� denotes the probability of
ending up at � starting from each vertex. We denote this vector by
�����. Observe that the entries in ����� sum up to �. This follows
by induction since the natural random walk averages the vectors
����� �� and �
��� �� to obtain ����� � �
��� for each ��� �� 

��.

Next we observe that the vector � produced by FINDBISECTION

on ���� 	 	 	 ���� is the projection of the vectors ����� onto the
randomly chosen vector � � �, i.e., �� � ����� � �. FINDBISEC-
TION partitions the vertices � into two sets according to whether
the corresponding ��’s are large or small. Thus in any matching re-
specting this partition, if vertices � and � are matched, �����
 �will
tend to be large. Note that ����
 is the projection of �������
���
on a random vector �. Since the vector � ���� � �
��� lies in the
�� � ��-dimensional space orthogonal to � and � is a unit vec-
tor chosen uniformly at random from this space, we have ���� � �
�
��� � ������� �
��������� ��. Indeed, using the fact that the
length of a vector has a Gaussian distribution under random projec-
tion, we will show, with high probability, that for any pair of ver-
tices �� �, we have ��������
����� � �����
 �� �������� ��� �
for a constant� . Thus for any perfect matching � between � and
� , �

���
��

������� �
����� � � � �

� ��� �

�
���
��

��� � �
 ��	

We can thus establish the desired bound by noting that the left
hand side above corresponds to the reduction in potential and that
�����

�
���
�� �����
�� corresponds to the total potential. The

former follows from the fact that the natural random walk averages
the vectors ����� and �
��� to obtain ����� �� � �
��� ��. The
latter follows from the fact that

�
� ����� ��� is proportional to ����.

We establish the facts used in the above outline in the following
lemmas.

LEMMA 3.1. The reduction in potential for a perfect matching
� is

�

�

�
���
��

������� �
�����	

LEMMA 3.2. With high probability, for all pairs �� �,

������� �
����� � ��� ��

� ��� �
� ��� � �
��

for a constant � � �.

LEMMA 3.3. For any perfect matching� that respects the par-
tition found by FINDBISECTION, we have

��� ���

�
� �
���
��

��� � �
 ��
�
� � ����	

The inequality in Lemma 3.2 holds with probability at least ��
������. Therefore these three lemmas together imply that the ex-
pected reduction in the potential in any iteration is ��� ��� ��
fraction of the current potential. This implies that in����� �� itera-
tions the potential reduces by half with high probability. Thus, with
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high probability, in ������ �� iterations, the potential drops below
����� and the union of the matchings gives the desired expander.
We proceed by proving the lemmas above.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. Recall that � ����� denotes the proba-
bility of going from � to � in the natural random walk associated
with ���� 	 	 	 ����. Suppose now that we add a matching � to
this sequence. Let ��� �� 
 � be a matched edge. If the par-
ticle starting at � is currently present at � (resp. �), it stays put
with probability ��� and jumps to � (resp. �) with probability
���. Thus the resulting probability of reaching � or � is given by
������� � �
������� and the resulting distributions are given by

�� � �
 �
����� � �
���

�
	

Recall that the potential is given by � �
�

� ��� � ����� . Since
for any two vectors � and �, we have ���� � ���� � ���
�� �� �
�
��� � ���, the reduction in the potential contributed by � and �
where ��� �� 
� is given by

�

�
������� � ����� ��
���� ������ � �

�
������� �
�����	

Thus the overall reduction is �
�

�
���
�� ������� �
�����.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2. In the �th step of the random walk, for
��� �� 
 ��, the vectors ����� and �
��� both take the average
value ����� � �� � �
�� � �����. By induction, it is easy to see
that the entries in ����� add up to 1. Thus the vectors � ������
���
lie in the �� � ��-dimensional space orthogonal to �. Now in the
next iteration, we pick a unit random vector � in this space and let
�� � ����� � � be the projection of ����� onto �. Clearly �� � �

denotes the projection of ����� � �
��� onto �. We now use the
following lemma about the random projections.

LEMMA 3.4 (GAUSSIAN BEHAVIOR OF PROJECTIONS). If �
is a vector of length � in �� and � is a random unit vector in ��,
then

� ����� ���� � ����, and

� for  � ����, we have ������ ��� �  ����� � !���� .

By setting  � � ��� � for a sufficiently large constant� � �, we
get that for any pair �� �,

��

�
��� � �
�

� � � ��� � � ������� �
�����
�� �

	
� ��	��	

Therefore by union bound, with high probability,

������ � �
����� � ��� ��

� ��� �
� ��� � �
��

holds for all pairs �� �.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3. Since the perfect matching� respects
the partition found by FINDBISECTION, it matches the vertices in
� to those in �. Recall that � is the set of ��� vertices � with
smallest values of ��. Let " be a real number so that �� � " � �

for any � 
 � and � 
 �. We then have�

���
��

��� � �
�� �
�

���
��



��� � "�� � �" � �
�

��

�
�
���

��� � "��

�
�
���

��� � �"
�
���

�� � �"�

�
�
�

��� 	

The last inequality follows from the fact that
�

� �� �
�

� ����� �
� � �

� � � � which, in turn, is true since the vectors ����� add up
to � and the random vector � was chosen to be orthogonal to �.

Now we use Lemma 3.4 for vectors �� ���� � ���� which lie
in the ��� ��-dimensional space orthogonal to �. Note that � � �
������� � ������������� denotes the projection of �����������
onto �. Since � is a random unit vector from the space orthogonal
to �, we have

����� � �
������� �����

�� �
	

Putting the pieces together, we get

�

�
� �
���
��

��� � �
��
�
� � �

��
���

���



�

�
��� ������ � �����

�� �

�
����

�� �
	

as claimed.

3.2 Finding a Matching or a Cut
To simplify the presentation, we assume that � is unweighted.

We use the following procedure for routing ��� units of flow be-
tween � and �.

CUTORFLOW:
We form a flow network from � and � as follows: assign each
edge in � a capacity of ��� (which we assume to be integral),
add a source node with an outgoing unit-capacity arc to each
vertex in �, and add a sink node with an incoming unit-capacity
arc from each vertex in � .
We then find the maximum flow between the source and the
sink. If the flow-value is ���, we produce a matching between
� and � by decomposing the flow into flow-paths in a standard
manner (see, e.g., [1]). If not, we find a minimum cut separat-
ing the source and the sink in the flow network and output the
partition induced on � .

If a maximum flow of value ��� is found, the procedure finds a
matching between � and � that can be embedded in � with con-
gestion ���. If not, the following lemma ensures that the procedure
outputs a cut of expansion at most �.

LEMMA 3.5. If the maximum flow between the source and the
sink has value less than ���, then the procedure outputs a cut in �
of expansion less than �.

PROOF. If the flow has value less than ���, by the max-flow
min-cut theorem for single commodity flows, the minimum cut sep-
arating the source and the sink has capacity less than ���. Let
the number of edges in the cut incident to the source (resp. sink)
be �� (resp. ��). The remaining capacity of the cut is less than
��� � �� � ��, and thus uses at most ����� � �� � ��� edges
in the original graph. Moreover, the cut consisting of edges in the
graph separates at least ��� � �� vertices in � from ��� � ��
vertices in � . The expansion of this cut is at most ����� � �� �
����	
������ ��� ���� ��� which is at most �.

3.3 Running time
In the previous sections, we argued that the algorithm terminates

in ������ �� iterations with high probability. In each iteration,
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step 1 is implemented by the procedure FINDBISECTION. FINDBI-
SECTION involves picking a random vector � � � and computing
� �������� � � ������. Multiplication by� can be done
in linear time simply by averaging the values at � and � for each
��� �� 
 ��. Thus step 1 can be implemented in ����� time. In
step 2, we do a single-commodity max-flow computation in a flow
network with ���� edges. This can be done in �������� time us-
ing an algorithm of Goldberg and Rao [7]. They show that a cut
and a flow with values within a factor of �� � #� of each other can
be computed in time ������� ������#��. Since we are looking for
an integral flow of value ���, we can set # � ����� and still get
an optimum flow and a cut. A decomposition of the flow into flow-
paths can be accomplished in ����� time using dynamic trees.3

The running time of step 2 is thus ��������. We can reduce the de-
pendenceon the number of edges by using a standard sparsification
as a pre-processing step.

THEOREM 3.6 (BENCZÚR AND KARGER [5]). Given a graph
� with � vertices and� edges and an error parameter # � �, there
is a graph �� such that

� �� has ���� ��� ���#�� edges and

� the value of every cut in �� is within �� � #� times the value
of the corresponding cut in �.

�� can be constructed in ��� ��� � �� time if � is unweighted and
in ��� ���� �� time if � is weighted.

Since we are interested in an approximate sparsest cut, we can
pre-process � to reduce the number of edges to ����� while pre-
serving values of all the cuts within a constant factor. This step
takes ����� time. The overall algorithm can thus be implemented
in ����� ����� time.

Furthermore, if 
 denotes the expansionof the graph�, the flow-
paths in the max-flow computations will be of length������ ���
�

and the max-flow can be computed in time �����
�.

4. THE MINIMUM SEPARATOR PROBLEM
Given a weighted graph � � ����� �� on � vertices, the mini-

mum edge-separator problem is to find a cut ��� �� in � such that
���� ��� � ��� and ������ �

�
��Æ����� is minimized. In this

section, we show how the techniques developed in Section 3 can be
used to get a ������ ��-(pseudo-)approximation for this problem
in a similar running time.

We call a cut ��� �� $-balanced if ���� ��� � $�. Clearly mini-
mizing������ over ���-balanced cuts is, within a constant factor,

equivalent to minimizing the expansion 
��� � ������

���������� ��
over

the ���-balanced cuts. Following is the main theorem of this sec-
tion.

THEOREM 4.1. Given an undirectedgraph� � ��� ����with
� vertices and � edges, an expansion parameter � � �, and a
constant $ % ���, there is a randomized algorithm that with high
probability outputs

� either an��� ���� ��-balanced cut ��� �� of �with 
��� �
�,

3If one wishes to avoid using dynamic trees, the algorithm can be
modified in standard ways such that the total volume of the flow
is linear in the number of edges, in which case a depth-first-search
will decompose the flow quickly.

� or a graph � on � that can be embedded in � with conges-
tion at most ������� ����� and in which every $-balanced
cut has expansion at least a constant.

Furthermore the algorithm can be implemented in ���� � �����
time using ������ �� single commodity max-flow computations.

The above algorithm can be used iteratively ����� � �� times to
find either a ���-balanced cut with expansion at most ���� or a
graph � on � that can be embedded in � with congestion at most
������� ����� and in which every ���-balanced cut has expansion
at least a constant.

4.1 The algorithm
Our algorithm for the minimum separator problem builds on the

algorithm presented in Section 3. We run that algorithm with ex-
pansion parameter �. If it outputs an expander, this expander sat-
isfies the conditions in Theorem 4.1. Suppose, therefore, that in
step 2 of some iteration �, it computes a cut ����� with expansion
at most �. If this cut is ���� ���� ��-balanced (for some constant
�), we output this cut and stop. If on the other hand, the cut is
not ���� ���� ��-balanced, we know that the algorithm must have
computed a flow of value at least ��� � ��� ��� � � in that iter-
ation. This flow corresponds to a matching � � between � and �
of size at least ��� � ��� ���� �. We now arbitrarily match the
remaining vertices in � to the remaining vertices � and call this
matching � �

� . We then add the perfect matching �� �� �
� to our

sequence of prefect matchings and go on to the next iteration. Note
that although the matching � �

� need not be embeddable in �, its
size is at most ��� ���� �.

If the algorithm computes a ���� ���� ��-balanced cut with ex-
pansion at most � in any iteration, we output this cut and stop. Let
us assume, therefore, that the algorithm never outputs such a cut.
Thus after & � ������ �� iterations, it outputs an expander �
which is the union of the matchings � � �� �

� found in iterations
�. Let� � be the union of the matchings� � that are embeddable in
� each with congestion at most ���. Thus � � can be embedded
in � with congestion ������� �����. We now argue that every
$-balanced cut in � � has constant expansion. Note that � � can
be augmented with at most &��� ���� � edges in

�
��

�
� to get

an expander � . Since � has ��� edges across any $-balanced
cut for a given constant $, such a cut in � � must already have
��� � &��� ���� � edges going across it. If we take � to be
a sufficiently large constant (depending on $), this quantity can be
made���. Thus every $-balanced cut in� � has a constant expan-
sion.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We presentedalgorithms for graph partitioning problems that use

single commodity flows. Our algorithms iteratively route flows
across ������ �� cuts in the graph and embed an expander with
congestion within ������ �� times the optimum. In case of the
sparsest cut problem, the union of the flows, in fact, corresponds
to an embedding of a complete graph. Thus it also computes an
������ �� approximation to the uniform concurrent multicommod-
ity flows in time ���� � �����. This approach can also be gen-
eralized to the product multicommodity flows where the demand
between a pair of vertices is the product of the weights of those
vertices.

It will be interesting to see if this approach can yield a (tight)
����� �� approximation for embedding a complete graph or even
a ��

�
��� �� approximation algorithm by embedding an arbitrary

expander.
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Even more interesting is a possible connection between our al-
gorithm and the random collapsing process that underlies METIS,
the widely used heuristic for graph partitioning. Is it possible to
rigorously analyze a METIS-like heuristic based on the techniques
introduced in this paper?
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